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Abstract

This cross-disciplinary study makes use of theories of concepts, ontologies,

conceptual modelling and linguistics. The approach is semi constructive: first, the

theories are introduced, and then they are applied to solve the concrete problem:

how one should develop cross-cultural Semantic Web Services. The conclusion

made is that the best way to do it is to construct ontology bridges. This is

proposed to be done in four stages: (1) domain analyses, (2) modelling reality:

concept system construction, (3) construction of a culturally disambiguated set of

domain-specific ontologies for machine agents and (4) cross-cultural ontology

bridges’ construction. The implementation of the method is demonstrated on a

concrete example of Web service use.
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1. Introduction

The Web of the future is the Web of services. Instead of just looking for

information, Web users are increasingly participating in a number of new

activities on the Web: buying goods and services as well as creating Web content

of their own. Consumers’ expectations are high: they want to be able to trust

Web services and they want to enjoy using them. For that Web services have to

become safer, and they also have to become much more intelligent than they are

now, that is, they have to acquire semantics.

The notion of Semantic Web Services (SWS) already exists, as well as some

simple applications. SWS are supposed to be self-described and amenable to

automated discovery, composition and invocation. A prerequisite to this,

however, is the development of the Semantic Web, which provides the

infrastructure for the semantic interoperability of Web services. The backbone of

this infrastructure is constituted by machine readable ontologies, which provide

Web services with rich formal descriptions of their capabilities.

Modelling ontologies for SWS is a complex task. A model is needed to observe

real world phenomena at a close range, so to speak. In the case of Web services

the real world, reality, is two sided: physical and virtual. On the one hand,

interactions with machine agents and among them are models of traditional

interactions with different vendors and authorities. On the other hand, these

“virtual” vendors and authorities remain virtual, whereas the result of their

actions and other virtual processes cause real physical effects in a real physical

world. In order to develop good web services, such that will actually be used,

both of the above mentioned two realities should be modelled.
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Cross-cultural issues are explicitly or implicitly present in almost all SWS. Even

the simple purchasing of an item from a web shop involves questions like where

the item is made, and where from and via which route it is going to be shipped to

the purchaser. In the case of travel booking SWS the very possibility of

implementation of service depends on how successfully cross-cultural problems

are solved.

The central concept in the domain of travel booking SWS is that of a frontier, an

area in the vicinity of the border between states. A great number of concepts,

either associated with “border crossing” or intrinsic to cultures on both sides of

the border, undergo changes precisely at the frontier.

Finding shared meaning of terms, that is, finding shared concepts across cultures

is a crucial issue in any international activity. Even if a dictionary or a human

translator can provide a technically correct translation equivalent for any given

term, there is still no guarantee that this term means the same thing in different

cultures. Full understanding of concepts across cultures and constructing of cross-

culturally shared meanings are only achievable through iterative decomposition of

these concepts into sub concepts until sharable units of meaning are found, and

than translating terms representing these committedly shared concepts. For

machine agents, such as Web Service components, which act upon interpretation

of strings of characters, the job of modelling shared concepts is especially

demanding.

It must be noted here that the task of finding shared meanings of concepts can

be problematic also within one culture; the issue, however, acquires more

poignancy when different cultures are involved.

Two aspects has interwoven in the present study targeted at Semantic Web

Services: conceptual modelling and cross-cultural semantics.
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The research problem of this thesis is: how to convey cross-culturally shared

meanings to machine agents of Semantic Web Services.

The method proposed for this comprises four stages:

(1) domain analyses, (2) modelling reality: concept system construction, (3)

construction of a culturally disambiguated set of domain-specific ontologies for

machine agents and (4) cross-cultural ontology bridges’ construction.

Domain analyses is conducted with the help of Roberto Poly’s methodology [1],

and the analyses results in concept system of an analysed domain. Ontologies are

more detailed approximations of selected sub-domains, and follow the principles

of ontology construction proposed by Nicola Guarino [2,3]. Finally, two proposals

are made as to how cross-cultural bridges can be constructed.

The research settings for the present study involves a concrete case:

The research is conducted on the domain of travel booking SWS, which is further

limited to “getting across the border with SWS” and is considered a sub domain of

“travelling”. The following restrictions are also put on the “getting across the

border” domain: it is modelled for the case of human travelling, specifically train

travel. The concrete case to be modelled is an American tourist booking on-line a

train trip from Germany to Russia. The functionality related to web service

discovery is left out of the present study, the stress having been placed on SWS

invocation.

By way of explanation, it can be said here that modelling ontologies for SWS

operating within one language and culture would be challenging enough as it is.

However, many of this type of ontologies are already developed and are being

developed at this very moment in many places all over the world, whereas the

issue of cross-cultural bridging of these ontologies has not yet been taken up, not

to the author’s knowledge, anyhow. Hence the present thesis.
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2. Semantic Web Services

At present, the field of Semantic Web Services is characterized by two tendencies

that are bound to meet each other in the midway: bringing Services to the

Semantic Web and Semantics to Web Services. The emerging Semantic Web is

increasingly oriented towards services. Web services, in their turn, are

increasingly acquiring semantic features.

Apparently, the Web will become the Web of Services when two global

phenomena will merge into one: Semantic Web and Web 2.0. This will happen

when XML –based technologies become ubiquitous, offering more and more

sophisticated schemas for machine-machine communication at the same time

providing human users with ever easier ways to communicate with systems.

As has already been mentioned in the introduction, to operate properly, SWS

need the deep infrastructure of the Semantic Web, constituted by machine

readable ontologies, which provide Web Services with rich formal descriptions of

their capabilities.

SWS are supposed to enable the following functionalities:

• Web service discovery (Example: Which on-line store has the best range of

philosophy books?)

• Web service invocation (Example: Order the book “Mario Bunge. The Furniture

of the World” from www.amazon.de)

• Web service selection & composition (Example: Provide for plane tickets and

hotel for two people in Amsterdam one weekend in April)

• Web service execution monitoring: (Example: The status of my trip booking:

has everything been booked and paid for and confirmation received?) [4]
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True believers predict that Semantic Web Services will considerably change the

way people live: “…it won’t be long before your bathroom scale surreptitiously

transmits your weight to your doctor, who might command a stop to the rocky

road ice cream your fridge automatically orders for you from

www.groceries.com.” [5, p. 90]. This development is tied to an ongoing

revolution in computing, which, as is expected, will turn all imaginable devices

into computers some sort.

SWS are said to transform the Web itself from a collection of information into a

computational device. [8]

The community of SWS developers shares a view that “Ontologies provide the

most accepted way of creating conceptual models for various domains. In the

context of the Semantic Web the ontologies are formal specifications of

knowledge that capture or represent agreements.” [9, p. 58]

 “Using an ontological approach helps to better exploit services at the technical

and business levels.” [9, p. 59]

Different services might need different kinds of ontologies. It seems unrealistic to

expect that in the more or less foreseeable future all possible SWS will be built on

one, globally agreed upon ontology. However, in order not to be useless to each

other, these diverse ontologies need to be able to communicate somehow.

As the present paper is being written, in early 2007, the situation with various

initiatives for the creation of SWS frameworks is as follows: currently there are

four submissions accepted by W3C (World Wide Web Consortium), concerning

SWS: Ontology Web Language for Services (OWL-S) [10], Semantic Web Services

Description Language (WSDL-S) [11], Web Services Modelling Ontology (WSMO)

[12] and Semantic Web Services Framework (SWSF) [13]. Having users’ benefits
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in mind, creators of these frameworks realise the above mentioned need for

interoperability, which is described in more detail later in this chapter.

Also, the initiative for creating the Core Ontology of Services (COS) was taken

within the IST WonderWeb project. COS uses the DOLCE (Descriptive Ontology

for Linguistic and Cognitive Engineering) foundational ontology as its basis, and is

an “upper ontology” of services based on well-founded axiomatization. It is

expected to support the design of more specific ontologies. [14]

Existing dependencies between DOLCE, COS, OWL-S and other ontological

frameworks for SWS development promise to bring solutions to the

interoperability problems in the future Web of services. These frameworks and

dependences are worth taking closer look at.

2. 1 WonderWeb Ontology Library

One of the goals of the WonderWeb project was the development of a library of

foundational ontologies, systematically related to each other in a way that makes

the rationales and alternatives underlying different ontological choices

as explicit as possible. This library allows different Semantic Web applications to

commit to foundational ontologies according to their own needs and preferences.

“Foundational ontologies are ultimately devoted to facilitate mutual understanding

and interoperability among people and machines.” [14, p. 3]

The main purpose of the WonderWeb Foundational Ontologies Library are to serve

as:

• a starting point for building new ontologies. One of the most important

and critical questions when starting a new ontology is determining what
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things there are in the domain to be modeled. Adopting a high level view

provides an enormous jump start in answering this question;

• a reference point for easy and rigorous comparisons among different

ontological approaches;

• a common framework for analyzing, harmonizing and integrating existing

ontologies and metadata standards (by manually mapping existing

categories into the categories assumed by some module(s) in the library).

[14, p. 4]

2. 2 DOLCE

The first module of the foundational ontology library is a Descriptive Ontology for

Linguistic and Cognitive Engineering (DOLCE). As reflected in its name, “DOLCE

has a clear cognitive bias; it aims at capturing the ontological categories

underlying natural language and human commonsense.” [14, p. 13]

This bias is very important for the Semantic Web. The categories introduced in

DOLCE are thought of as “cognitive artifacts ultimately depending on human

perception, cultural imprints and social conventions.” [14, p. 13]

DOLCE is an ontology of particulars. “The fundamental ontological distinction

between universals and particulars can be informally understood by taking the

relation of instantiation as a primitive: particulars are entities which have no

instances; universals are entities that can have instances.” [14, p. 13] Basic

categories of DOLCE are shown in the Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The DOLCE top-level elements (modified from [14]). Boxes contain

termes representing ontological types, arrows designate generic relation.

2. 3 COS

The Core Ontology of Services is aimed at helping clearing up fuzzy definitions of

concepts related to web services and in pointing out inconsistencies or

ambiguities in conceptualizations. The COS covers all kinds of services, with

information services as a special case. Domain specific ontologies are at the

bottom layer of the ontology architecture. An example of such an ontology is the

ontology of Semantic Web tools. [14]

COS is aligned to a foundational ontology DOLCE. As mentioned above, the

foundational ontologies are needed to connect the “virtual world” of Web Services

to the “real world” of humans. The twosided nature of SWS, which is one of the

important issues of the present thesis, is thus supposed to be captured and dealt

with in COS.
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Within an Information System, the world consists of software manipulating

(representations of) information objects. Activities are sequenced by

computational processes. Meantime in the real world passengers and

airplanes are flying to their destinations. The connection between these

worlds is simply that some of the information objects in a system are

symbols of (or identifiers for) real world objects. Also, computational

activities comprise part of the service execution in the real world. For

example, a booking needs to be entered by the travel agent into an

information system, so that the airline would know which passengers to

allow on the plane. [14, p. 108]

COS, on the one hand, is an extension of the DOLCE foundational ontology. In

particular, it makes extensive use of the Ontology of Descriptions & Situations,

(D&S) available in the extended version of DOLCE, called DOLCE+. On the other

hand, COS generalizes notions of existing conceptualizations of Web services

or Web service descriptions such as the OWL-S [10]. “More specifically, the

Ontology of Services covers all kinds of services, with information services as a

special case.” [14, pp. 98-99]

The Core Ontology of Services consists of a repeated application of the Ontology

of Descriptions and Situations (D&S). D&S, in turn, “provides reification rules for

the properties by which varieties of the three basic categories of DOLCE (regions,

endurants and perdurants) are defined.” [14, p. 99]

The idea behind this multilayered structure is that the conceptual gap between

DOLCE and COS is too big, and D&S helps reducing it. The process of alignment

of COS to DOLCE comprises thus two stages, as demonstrated in Figures 2 and 3.
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Figure 2: alignment of D&S to DOLCE, fragment. Boxes contain termes

representing ontological types, arrows designate generic relation.

Figure 3: alignment of COS to D&S, fragment. [14]
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Boxes contain termes representing ontological types, arrows designate generic

relation.

2. 4 New Ontological Frameworks for SWS Development

OWL-S is an OWL (Ontology Web Language) -based Web service ontology, which

supplies Web service providers with a core set of mark-up language constructs for

describing the properties and capabilities of their Web services in unambiguous,

machine-interpretable form. OWL-S is the most developed framework for SWS

ontology construction, and other proposed frameworks are presented here from

an angle of their relationships to OWL-S. Moreover, OWL-S has been also aligned

to COS [15].

WSDL-S is another evolutionary approach to creating unified SWS framework on

the basis of WSDL (Web Services Description Language), which is used by many

developers. WSDL-S is a small set of proposed extensions to WSDL by which

semantic annotations may be associated with WSDL elements such as operations,

input and output type schemas, and interfaces. WSDL-S aims at supporting the

use of "semantic concepts analogous to those in OWL-S while being agnostic to

the semantic representation language". [11]

The Semantic Web Services Framework (SWSF) published online by the Semantic

Web Services Initiative, builds loosely on OWL-S to provide a more

comprehensive framework, in the sense of defining a larger set of concepts. It

also builds on a mature pre-existing ontology of process modelling concepts, the

Process Specification Language (PSL) [33]. [13]

The Web Services Modelling Ontology (WSMO), shares with OWL-S and SWSF the

vision that ontologies are essential to support automatic discovery,

interoperation, composition, etc. of Web services. Like SWSF, the WSMO effort
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defines an expressive Web-oriented language, WSML, which provides a uniform

syntax for sub dialects ranging from description logic to first-order logic. Unlike

OWL-S, WSMO does not provide a notation for building up composite processes in

terms of control flow and data flow. Instead, it focuses on specification of internal

and external choreography, using an approach based on abstract state machines.

[12]

3. Concepts, Conceptual Modelling and Ontologies

Ontologies, as was stated above, provide the best way to model SWS. It is

argued here that Web Services require double set of ontologies because of their

two-fold nature. There should be one set of ontologies reflecting physical reality

and another one, corresponding to virtual reality, which comprises of machine

agents, or artefacts and interactions with and among them.

There exist examples and even best practices for modelling problem domains –

that is, representing real world by a model. It might appear that modelling virtual

world, the world involving engineering artefacts, presents the case of “worst”

modelling practices, but it will have to be tolerated for the time being.

3. 1 Conceptual Modelling and Ontological Theories

Ron Weber has observed and studied the real work of modellers – people who use

conceptual modelling techniques on the early stages of information system

development, in order to “build a representation of selected semantics about

some real-world domain” [17, p. 1]. On the basis of these studies he came to the

conclusion that ontological theories, accounting for the structure and behaviour of
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the real world in general, can be of great use in conceptual modelling practice and

grammar.

In Weber’s view high quality of conceptual model is crucial, since errors made

during early stages of information system development are the costliest to be

corrected later.[17] He believes that the lack of sound theoretical foundations has

seriously undermined conceptual modeling. Fortunately, according to Weber, an

increasing number of scholars begin to advocate theories of ontology, on the

grounds that they “are meant to all real world phenomena in the sense that they

can describe the most general characteristics of any real world domain”, and,

indeed, should be a corner stone of conceptual modelling. [17, p. 2]

According to Weber, good information system, which is a representation of a real

world system, is such that “it allows to elicit maximum meaning about the real

world phenomena it represents” [17, p. 2]. Which is to say, a good information

system needs a good ontology as its basis, and, in fact, as the core of its

schemata.

Weber values highly Mario Bunge’s ontological theory [18], especially the primary

dichotomy proposed by Bunge: things versus properties of things. Weber

criticizes role-object modelling technique, which does not make distinction

between things and properties. Weber has observed the work of modellers, and

has noticed that people intuitively DO make this distinction, by clustering things

and properties in different clusters.

Weber’s and his colleague’s studies has led them to other interesting findings,

which are also grounded in Bunge’s ontology theory. One is that entities are not

allowed to have optional properties, otherwise it is impossible to achieve

adequate clarity of model’s semantics. This is also already said in Bunge [18]: the
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real world works in such a way the things do not go without properties: things

either have properties, or have not.

Another finding concerns “properties of properties”. Weber noticed in his

experiments that for relationships to have attributes would be problematic,

undermining the clarity of conceptual model semantics. Models without attributes

of relationships outperform those with them. The grounds can again be found in

Bunge: if a property needs to have a property of its own, it means that the first

property was not fully specified. Properties can not have properties, properties

only attach to things. [17, 18]

In conclusion Weber sees great possibilities in enhancing conceptual modelling

practices with ontological theories. In his view, better conceptual modelling

grammars can be constructed based on sound ontological theories. For example,

UML (Unified Modeling Language), which is the most widely used conceptual

modelling tool, clearly lacks ontological theory behind it. It mixes the world of

concepts with the world of artefacts, and thus conceptual model contains artificial

artefacts, such as database components.

Weber also warns of several pitfalls in conceptual modelling work, of which two

seem most relevant: 1) mixing of conceptual modelling with data modelling.

Conceptual modelling, in Weber’s view, should always precede data modelling,

defining clearly semantics of a given domain. Only when this is done can a

database, or other data structure, or other IS component is designed. The second

pitfall worthy of note here is 2) modelling information system’s artefacts, instead

of entities of real world domain. A modeller, in Weber’s view should always

remind him/herself that what seeks modelling is not an artefact, but the (real

world) phenomena that the artefacts represent.”As is already mentioned above,

this pitfall might be even welcome in modelling SWS domains, because it allows

handling of SWS double nature. It might, in fact, be claimed, that modelling
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artificial components and their interactions is not a crime at all – as long as a

modeller is at all times aware of what he/she is modelling: real or artificial world,

and does not mix one with the other. [17]

In any case, “direct implementation for practical application construction” of any

theories concerning concepts and ontologies is out of the question. However, the

theories outlined here help greatly in keeping the design coherent.

It might well be the case that the key to developing successful web services is the

ability to commute between physical and artificial worlds already at the modelling

stage.

3. 2 Concepts versus Real World Entities

Conceptual modelling is, or at least should be, the first step in developing a new

information system, of which Web Service is one clear cut type. If the process is

executed “by the book”, first a concept system, then it is developed into ontology,

which, in turn, is the back bone of a (database) conceptual schema. However, a

typical problem for information management is that there already exists an

information system, which has to be modified, or, still more typical case is such

that there already exist several information systems, which have to be integrated.

In any case, if IS is a loose collection of several ISs or if it is a more or less

unified whole, it comprises n components, all of which are build on different

schemas. The integration of such components, aiming at making them work

together seamlessly, was up until recently performed almost exclusively with the

ill-famous method of spaghetti code. Emergence of SOA (Service Oriented

Architecture) calls for more sophisticated ways of integration of IS components.
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In this paper the notion of information system shall be used in the sense

suggested by Nicola Guarino [2]. He uses the term information system

generically, to collectively refer to applications employed in wide variety of fields,

from knowledge engineering to electronic commerce. In Guarino’s view, an IS

comprises for components of three different types: application programs,

information resources, and user interfaces. Each system is designed to serve a

concrete purpose.

This study shows how cross-cultural SWS can be modelled and designed with the

help of ontologies.

3. 2. 1 Basic Definitions

Before undertaking any work involving conceptual modelling and ontologies, one

should clarify the definitions: what are concepts, concept systems and ontologies?

In this work it is seen necessary for two more reasons: 1) to give unequivocal

ground to the undertaken constructive effort, and 2) to share the “vocabulary”

employed here with the potential reviewer.

At this first stage of the work two visions were of help: one proposed by Smith in

[19] and another by Guarino in [2].

Smith suggests the following definitions, which are found relevant to present

work:

concept =df

meaning of a term as agreed upon by a group of responsible persons
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concept system =df

structured collection of representations of concepts including associated

terms and relations

concept system node =df

information element within the structure of a concept system that is a

pointer or placeholder linking one or several synonymous terms with a

given concept definition representation and also used in the representation

of relations between concepts

generic relation =df

relation between two concepts where the intension of one of the concepts

includes that of the other concept and at least one additional delimiting

characteristic. It can be also referred to with the phrase “is_a (is narrower

in meaning than)”. [19]

Concept system, thus, deals exclusively with concepts and relationships between

them. Ontology, in its turn, concerns real world entities and relationships between

such.

To clearly define what is an ontology Smith uses two terms: “instances” and

“types”. In Smith’s words: “It is such universal relations between types which are

properly captured in an ontology, which is a representation of the types

exemplified by instances in a given domain of reality, and of the universal

relations obtaining between such types.” [19, p. 10]

An ontology as defined by Smith is represented in Figure 4:
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Figure 4: Ontological terms. From [19] Boxes contain terms representing

ontological components, arrows designate “is_a” relation.

Terms “instance” and “type”, in Smith’s view, correspond to terms “particulars”

and “universals”, also used in ontology literature. For example, in [14] the nature

of particulars and universals is explicated with great precision, which makes the

use of latter terms more fruitful. Smith’s view, however, suites well the purposes

of the present work as it helps to draw distinctions between concept systems and

ontologies. Smith’s “picture” of ontology (see Figure 1) contains two more terms

corresponding to foundational ontologies developed by [14]: “occurent”,

corresponding to “perdurant” and “continuant”, corresponding to “endurant”.

Smith goes on to elaborate on the correspondence between concept systems and

ontologies. In his view “some concepts have a relation to entities in the real world

which is closely analogous to the relation between types and their instances.”

Mary is an instance of the type human being, but Mary also falls under the

concept human being. The type human being stands in an is_a (is a

subtype of) relation to the type mammal. But the concept human being
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stands in an is_a (is narrower in meaning than) relation to the concept

mammal.

In spite of this parallelism, however, the term “concept” should still never

be used in place of “type” (“universal”, “kind”) as thus defined, because the

parallelism is only partial.” [19, p. 11]

Indeed, there exist concepts that have either no corresponding real world

entities, or corresponding real world relationships, for example concepts of

“unicorn” or “round square”.

In a concept system some nodes can be thus mapped onto corresponding nodes

in ontology, some can not. As for relationships, in a concept system nodes are

tied by is_a relation, whereas ontology contains much more diverse relationship

palette: part_of, transformation_of, located_in, derives_from, adjacent_to,

participates_in, and so on. However, ontologies of a very high level of generality,

so-called foundational ontologies, follow the same one is_a relation. Figure 5

illustrates Smith’s view on distinctions between concept systems and ontologies.
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The world of concepts

Figure 5: correspondence between concept systems and ontologies. From [19]

3. 3 Ontology under Close Scrutiny

Nicola Guarino [2] sees an ontology as a potential core of an information system,

in fact, representing an information system’s conceptual schema, which is not to

be mixed with concept system introduce above.

Guarino presents more formalized understanding of ontologies and more precise

definition of ontology than that offered by Smith, without visible contradictions

with the latter. First of all, Guarino reminds that Ontology with the capital “o” is a

philosophical discipline, whereas ontology with the lowercase “o”, as used in AI, is

“an engineering artefact, constituted by a specific vocabulary used to describe a

certain reality, plus a set of explicit assumptions regarding the intended meaning

Concept systems

Term

Concept system node

Concept definition
representation

relations

Ontologies

Type

The real world of entities

Instance
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of the vocabulary words. This set of assumptions has usually the form of a first-

order logical theory, where vocabulary words appear as unary or binary predicate

names, respectively called concepts and relations. [2]

Guarino adopts the AI reading, reminding that the word conceptualization refers

to the philosophical reading. “Two ontologies can be different in the vocabulary

used (using English or Italian words, for instance) while sharing the same

conceptualization.” [2, p. 5]

But what is a conceptualization? Here is (somewhat shortened) explanation by

Guarino:

Domain space =df a structure <D, W>, where D is a domain and W is a set

of maximal states of affairs of such domain (also called possible worlds).

A conceptualization for D can be now defined as an ordered triple C =df <D,

W, R>, where R is a set of conceptual relations on the domain space <D,

W>

Ontology =df

a logical theory accounting for the intended meaning of a formal

vocabulary, i.e. its ontological commitment to a particular conceptualization

of the world. The intended models of a logical language using such a

vocabulary are constrained by its ontological commitment. An ontology

indirectly reflects this commitment (and the underlying conceptualization)

by approximating these intended models. [2]
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3. 4 Analyzing Domains

The two sided nature of the domain of Web services was already briefly

mentioned in the introduction. Another assumption is made with regard to the

double nature of SWS: strata and levels of virtual reality are, in fact, mirror

images of the physical one. Intuitive understanding of this state of affairs might

be the privilege of the author, but some argumentation is needed to convey it to

the reader.

To begin from the beginning, it is good to find what exactly what one should know

about a particular domain to construct an ontology on it, such that corresponds to

a task at hand.

A good guide in this endeavour is Roberto Poli [1, 20], who suggests the following

steps in analyzing an ontology: mark the ontology boundaries, distinguish its

types and analyze its structure. It is precisely the structure of domain that gives

understanding of the interior and exterior of all objects in the domain, which will

be further explicated later.

On a very generic level ontology is seen by Poli as theory of items, whatever the

item is. It can be noted here that “item” in Poli’s understanding roughly

corresponds to “entity” in [19].

Poli has his own views on taxonomy of ontologies. He distinguishes between

general and domain ontologies. The criteria for appropriate ontology (whatever its

intended use) in his own words is: “adequate ontologies should satisfy the

following requirement: what is predicated must be true of the class of items with

respect to which it is predicated” [1, p. 2]. This echoes with [2, 3], and his view

of conceptualizations and possible relationships on them.
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The first step to domain analyses is to segregate ontological information about

domain from all other types, thus defining the boundaries of ontology to be

constructed.

Then Poli distinguishes between three types of ontologies: descriptive, formal and

formalized ontologies. Descriptive ontology comprises information about a world

of a certain domain in all its complexity. Then again “Formal ontology distils,

filters, codifies and organizes the results of descriptive ontology.” Finally, “Formal

codification in the strict sense is undertaken at the level of formalized ontology”.

[1, p. 4]

Poli proposes theory of substance that consists of theory of particulars, theory of

levels of reality and theory of parts and wholes. On the side of the theory of

particulars Poli’s vision of ontology is as represented in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Ontology according to theory of particulars. From [1]. Boxes contain

terms representing ontological types, arrows designate “is_a” relation.
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3. 4. 1 Levels of Reality

The following three ontological strata of the real world are singled out by Poli:

material, psychological and social, and among them there exist categorial and

existential dependencies. “For example, a physiological item or event requires an

animate physical object as its existential bearer.” And “the organic levels are

mirrored in psychic life: they influence it, they follow close upon it, but they are

not part of it.” [1, p. 5]. All strata have its own internal structure.

To quote Poli further: “Of these [three] strata [of reality], that of material reality

acts as the bearer for the other two strata… Each stratum has its own principles,

laws and categories. The nature of one stratum cannot be understood using the

categories of another.”“Almost all actually existent entities are multi-stratified.

Which means that the levels and strata of reality do not distinguish items. The

levels are internal to items but not as their parts!”[1, p. 8].

The analyses of substance would be incomplete without analyzing parts, wholes,

and boundaries. There is a number of highly developed theories with regard to

these issues, for example Varzi’s “mereotopology” [21], so it is enough to

mention here Poli’s well justified view that theory of boundaries is the most

complex and the least developed part.

To summarise, what has to be analysed on a domain is 1) particular: item’s basic

nature; 2) level: level of reality; 3) composition: part-whole, boundaries. [1]

In addition, the following must be kept in mind: “each ontological level is

characterized by the presence of the group of categories typical of that level” [1,

p. 16] ; and, on the other hand, categories and concepts existing at all levels

mean different things from strata to strata. Poli provides an illustration:
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Consider the example of artefacts: objects of inanimate material world, but

also: design, manufacture and marketing – dimensions of social world. “The

ontology of artefacts is therefore an ontology that operates crosswise to the

sequence of ontological layers and strata. It is this “transversality” that

makes the categorization of many domain ontologies such a complex

undertaking. [1, p. 16].

Transversality is pecisely what provides a good point of departure for the task of

domain analyses.

3. 4. 2 Methodology of Domain Analysis

According to Poli, two major aspects should be addressed when analyzing a

domain: (1) The universal basic structure of a domain and (2) the basic scheme

of the domain’s prototypical items.

Poli sees the domain basic structure as three-dimensional, consisting of internal,

external and mixed dimensions. Resorting to illustrative examples, he analyses

two domains, those of sports and literary works of art. In the latter domain the

internal dimension includes writing as such, an external dimension copyrights and

similar issues, and as mixed dimensions he defines areas of systematic overlap.

In fact, although ontological representation of the domain is only possible after

it’s structure analyses, the difference between internal and external dimensions of

this structure becomes literally visible only when ontology(ies) exist: on the

internal side concepts corresponding to ontological types are aggregated
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intensionally, whereas external structure is conveyed through relationships of

association.

To go back to Poli’s argumentation, it appears that in internal, external and mixed

structure the domains of sports and literature are quite similar. However, they

differ in the basic unit of reference: for sports it is an event, doing, while for

literary work of art it is an object. This basic unit of reference contains

information about whether we are dealing primarily with objects or events or

some other category. This information can be found by analyzing the structure of

this unit: the basic scheme of the canonical item of a domain.

Canonical item’s structure analysis is demonstrated with examples from the same

domain: sports and literature. As both domains are social realities, their structure

has a social core: an event for sports and an object for literary work. Also, both

have material bearers that bring social phenomena into existence, and both yield

meaning. [1]

3. 5 Case: Border Crossing Domain Analyses

The case chosen for the present study is “American tourist booking a train ticket

from Germany to Russia”. At the first stage – domain analyses – cross-cultural

issues need not to be taken into account, and it is enough to just limit the domain

to be modelled to that of “getting across the border”, and is considered as sub

domain of “travelling”. The following restrictions are also put on the “getting

across the border” domain: it is modelled for the case of human travelling, a

mean of transportation being a train.
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A “substance” analysis seems quite problematic on this domain, because all

imaginable substances are involved in it. What seems to be crucial here is the

selection of the canonical item of the selected domain.

The most promising candidate for a canonical item is “transition” – change as

such, which occurs on material, psychological and social levels, if Poli’s thinking is

adhered to. As for the above mentioned two-fold nature of the domain of SWS,

what a human traveller experiences when crossing the border, either physically,

or through being aware of, SWS should “monitor” in advance, and what SWS

performs computationally, is communicated to the user in a number of ways,

some electronic, some quite physical. Guarino’s thinking [2] might be also helpful

here: domain space: <D,W> - domain is the same, but possible states of affairs

differ.

In the concept system below, which is a direct result of a domain analysis,

concepts that will need cross-cultural disambiguation, that is, concepts whose

meaning varies from culture to culture, are marked with asterisk. The

disambiguation itself (of some of the concepts) will be performed in the chapter 7

of the present paper.

When the distinction is made between internal and external domain structure for

physical reality, the assumption is made that the external structure of the

“human” reality becomes internal for the “SWS reality”. Indeed, what happens

“on the outside” for various human agents, is a very “inside” thing for machine

agents. This probably craves for scientific argumentation, but since there is non

at hand, the concept systems can just be constructed and then “tested” on the

internality/externality according to logic introduced above: when concept system

is developed into ontology, the different kinds of relationships are visible on the

internal and external sides.
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Physical reality:

(i) Internal structure: experiencing change

Language

Border crossing requirements*

Passport*

Visa*

Insurance policy*

Means of transportation*

Accommodation facilities*

Food/health facilities*

Behaviour constraints*

(ii) External structure: being aware of change

Country of departure

Country of arrival

State border*

Time zone

Currency

Metric system

Writing system*

Calendar*

International agreements*

Authorities*

Virtual reality:

(i) Internal structure: communicating change

Country of departure

Country of arrival

State border*
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Time zone

Currency

Metric system

Writing system*

Calendar*

(ii) External structure: monitoring change

Language

Border crossing requirements*

Means of transportation*

Accommodation facilities*

Food/health facilities*

Behaviour constraints*

International agreements*

Authorities*

4. Analyzing Ontologies

Now, neat and nice concept systems are developed for border crossing. Next step

is supposed to be ontology construction, which will be performed with the help of

formal ontology theory by Nicola Guarino. [2, 3]

Guarino distinguishes between several different kinds of ontologies. He provides

the distinction between lightweight and axiomatic ontologies, coarse and detailed

(fine-grained) ontologies and top-level, domain, task and application ontologies.

This provides a modeller with a very valuable tool set from where to choose at

different stages of conceptual modelling and ontology creation. The first

dichotomy is as follows:
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Lightweight ontologies: simple taxonomic structures of primitive or

composite terms together with associated definitions.

Axiomatic ontologies: conceptual structures, where relationships between

concepts are formally defined [2].

The second dichotomy, introduced by Guarino, is of more complex nature.

Ontologies differ in their proximity to conceptualization. Guarino classifies

ontologies “according to their accuracy in characterizing the conceptualization

they commit to.” As he puts it: “There are two possible ways an ontology can get

closer to a conceptualization: by developing a richer axiomatization, and by

adopting a richer domain and/or a richer set of relevant conceptual relations.” [2,

p. 8]

The latter case amounts to extending the set of relevant relations at the same

time extending the domain to include entities engaged in such relations.

Referring to the former case, Guarino suggests that both “coarse” and “fine-

grained”, with respect to ontology accuracy, ontologies are needed in practice. A

coarse ontology may consist of a minimal set of axioms written in a language of

minimal expressivity, to support only a limited set of specific services. Fine-

grained ontology gets very close in specifying the intended meaning of concepts

involved.

Ontologies are also classified by Guarino according to their level of generality, see

Figure 7:
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Figure 7: Kinds of ontologies, according to their level of dependence on a

particular task or point of view. Arrows represent the relationship of

specialization. From [2]

According to Guarino, top-level ontologies describe very general concepts like

space, time, matter, event, action, etc. These are concepts totally independent of

any particular problem or domain.

“Domain ontologies and task ontologies describe, respectively, the vocabulary

related to a generic domain (like medicine, or automobiles) or a generic task or

activity (like diagnosing or selling), by specializing the terms introduced in the

top-level ontology.” [2, p. 11]

Application ontologies, in their turn, further specialize concepts employed by

some domain and task. They often “correspond to roles played by domain entities

while performing a certain activity”. [2, p. 11]

A special relevance is enjoyed by the so-called foundational ontologies, which

address very general domains. Foundational ontologies are ultimately devoted to
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facilitate mutual understanding and inter-operability among people and machines.

Adherence to a foundational ontology guaranties conceptual coherency of any

domain ontology, as well as keeps ties between two worlds, that of information

systems and the real one. Web services, in particular, rely on this tie, because

although they perform within a machine system, they cause effects in the world

populated by humans.

4. 1 Case: Arriving at Ontology Structure

Let us come back to our case of “getting across the border”, for which concept

system has been constructed on the basis of thorough domain analyses. This is

how the set of concepts look from “virtual reality”, or reality of artificial

components of SWS, angle of view:
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Figure 8: concepts, corresponding to the internal (left) and external (right)

structures of the domain and accounting for communicating change. Concepts, for

which cross-cultural disambiguation is unavoidable, are marked with asterisk.

For better or for worse, the internal part of this concept system has already been

well developed by the web services community, into ontologies and even taken to

the level of concrete applications: small-scale web services like currency

converters, or larger ones, like ontology of locations. [22] As for external part of

(SWS) travelling domain, to the author’s knowledge it remains neglected. These

things however can not be brushed aside by service providers, because for

human traveller they correspond to internal domain, that is, to all those things

traveller experiences physically, things of utmost importance.

A good way to proceed with organizing concepts into ontologies would be to align

them first to a foundational ontology, for example, DOLCE [14]. This gives an

undisputable advantage of a ready made mereotopolological axiomatics (on

mereotopology see chapter 6.2 of this paper. Besides, all concepts corresponding

to the internal part of the above system fall nicely under DOLCE’s top concepts,

for the most part, Abstract and Quality, see Figure 1 on page 11.

To go further, one can assume that each of the concepts in the given system

plays a role of a top concept in a sub-domain ontology. All of those need to be

constructed. For example, an ontological graph shown on Figure 7 depicts

ontology for “Border crossing requirements”. Some questions might arise from

this graph. One might even wonder if this “ontology” is valid at all, and shouldn’t

it follow more rigid ontological reasoning, being decomposed into “border”,

“crossing”, “requirements”, “state”, “laws” etc? The logic behind choosing “Border

crossing requirements” as top concept and decomposing it the way it is done

arises from the purpose of constructing this ontology: it is done to support a web

service intended to performe certain functions. To put it in Guarino’s terms, the
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“possible state of affairs”, the integral part of a conceptualization of this ontology,

is such that precisely these relationships exist.

It might also be mentioned here that this is a “global” ontology, which takes into

account possible differences between countries, and would indeed look different

for every pair of countries. The issue will be dealt with later in this paper, see

chapter 7.

Figure 9: Ontology of border crossing requirements. Boxes contain terms

representing ontological types; circle clusters represent separate ontologies,

arrows with no relation indicated for them stand for generic relation.
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4. 3 Ontology Integration

As can be seen from Figure 9, already on this level the need to provide

integration between current ontology and other ontologies, possibly existing ones,

arises. At present, ontology integration presents an unavoidable trade-off, and it

need to be dealt with in risk-minimizing fashion.

Nicola Guarino proposes an idea of how to build ontology-driven information

systems. In his view, an ontology not only can be used to build a new IS (IS

engineering), but it can also be used equally profitably for IS re-engineering, in

order to increase reuse and maintainability. In this way large software

investments done in the past can be protected and leveraged.

Guarino emphasises the co-operation of ontologies at system’s run-time:

The availability of explicit ontologies for information resources (i.e., run-time

accessible database schemas) is at the core of the mediation-based approach to

information integration. Ontologies can support “intensional queries” regarding

the content of a particular database, or dynamic management of queries involving

multiple databases. [2]

Information integration is, in fact, a major application area for ontologies. As well

known, even if two systems adopt the same vocabulary, there is no guarantee

that they can agree on certain information unless they commit to the same

conceptualization. [2, 3]

This means that a bottom-up approach to systems integration based on the

integration of multiple local ontologies may not work, especially if the local

ontologies are only focused on the conceptual relations relevant to a specific

context, and therefore they are only weak and ad hoc approximations of the
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intended models. Hence, it seems necessary to agree on a single top-level

ontology, like DOLCE, which is already proposed above. This can guarantee that

all other specific ontologies will be able to communicate with each other via links

to the top level.

4. 4 Case: Ontological System for Border Crossing

As has already been mentioned above, the situation with SWS for travelling is

such that there already exist a number of functioning ontologies. Most of these

have been developed for “virtual world of artificial components of web services”,

but some do reflect the real physical world. It is proposed here that top elements

of these ontologies are aligned with a foundational ontology DOLCE. In fact,

alignment to COS (Core Ontology of Services) [14] might also be needed to

provide for unambiguous functionality semantics. It is all the more recommended

as the two have already been aligned to each other.

The existing ontologies pertaining to SWS have been developed for international

English speaking world, which means they wouldn’t work in cross-cultural reality.

This means that the whole ontology structure must contain layers of cross-

cultural concept decomposition. Also, on the level of concrete applications

culture-specific ontologies need to be constructed. The whole ontology system

needed for cross-cultural SWS design is represented in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Ontology system for cross-cultural SWS.

5. Cross-Language and Cross-Cultural Issues

Next task of the present study is to perform cross-cultural disambiguation of

concepts present in already constructed/proposed concept systems and

ontologies needed to develop SWS for train trip booking. This disambiguation can

be done through iterative concept decomposition, and before embarking on that

task, some words about different languages, different cultures, and a common

sense unique to all must be said.

Cross-cultural issues are explicitly or implicitly present in almost all SWS. Any

item bought from a web shop needs to clear customs when being shipped to the

purchaser. An on-line book shop might even want to provide title names, or, who

knows, even descriptions or quotations in original languages as metadata. In the

case of travel booking web services dealing with cross-cultural aspects becomes

unavoidable as soon as there is at least one border to be crossed during planned

itinerary.

English was the prevailing language of the Internet for many years, but nowadays

the situation is changing. English, as the language used on the internet, still

occupies the first position with 29% of usage, but the Chinese language users

have climed already to the second position with 15%. As Russia, its language and

culture are concidered in the present study’s case, here are the latest figures

from Internetworldstat for that country: internet usage growth in Russia was

impressive 664.5 % between 2000 and 2007, Russian language occupies 11th

place in “Top Languages Used in the Web”, and, population considered, (144 mln)

it has the potential of climbing still higher on that scale.[23]
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In an ontology concepts are represented by terms, that is, words of some natural

language. Cross-lingual human-machine and machine-machine communication is

addressed in a several disciplines. From the viewpoint of cross-cultural Web

services, however, the perspectives adopted in Cross-Language Information

retrieval, CLIR, seems most relevant. CLIR comes into picture when documents in

a collection and user quires are in different languages. By way of “promoting”

CLIR into the sphere of SWS, instead of collections of documents one can talk

about collections of services and service components, and instead of retrieval,

about discovery, invocation and composition of Web services. User query

becomes user request, which is supposed to be satisfied by the Web service.

Cross-language retrieval issues are firmly present in the context of SWS, and

they become more complicated.

CLIR facilitates retrieval in many situations. It helps users with passive skills in a

foreign language, for whom it is easier to formulate a query in his/her native

tongue; when a collection is multilingual it is much easier to form a query in one

language than in each language of the collection; and, finally, it can retrieve

documents in a language altogether unknown to user and make it available via

machine translation system.  CLIR is also used for retrieval of images and other

media types. [24]

In the context of discovery and invocation of Web services language issues

become more prominent, compared to the context of document retrieval, for

several reasons. On the “physical” side of SWS, what matters is that services are

not free of charge: nobody would provide the system with credit card details

without complete understanding of terms of service one is ordering.

As far as the “virtual” side is concerned, where language problems make the

performance of retrieval system for documents just to some degree poorer, in

case of web services the system won’t work at all: machine agents won’t
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understand each other’s messages unless they are expressed in precisely the

same terms, down to the level of character strings.

Within CLIR many advances are made that can help with cross-language issues of

SWS. CLIR has distilled language aspects important for retrieval form general

linguistics and NLP, such as differences in writing systems and language types.

Writing Systems account for different sets of characters and rules on how to

apply these characters in writing. For example, Chinese, Roman, and Arabic

writing systems can be differentiated. [24]

The world languages (over 4000 all in all) can be categorized according to

morphological, semantic, and syntactic properties. All of those have implications

for cross-lingual IR. Different morphological language types account for different

approaches to machine processing of languages (NLP, Natural Language

Processing). [24]

For example, with respect to morphology, one can talk about isolating and

synthetic languages, agglutinative and fusional. A particular morphological type

reflects the way characters, morphems and compound are tied together in words

of different languages. According to the modern morphological typology of

languages, all languages possess these properties to some degree, and are

ascribed indexes of synthesis and fusion. Depending on these indexes NLP

mechanisms, strongly relying on morphological segmentation, are developed.

[24]
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5. 1 Semantic Differences in Languages

In addition to morphological properties, languages differ from each other in

semantic features. For example, in English lexical ambiguity is considerably more

common than in Chinese. While an English word has on the average 1.687

senses, a Chinese word has 1.397 senses. For the 1000 top high frequency

words, the respective number of senses for English and Chinese words are 3.527

and 1.504. [25]

The following different kinds of semantic characteristics in different languages are

identified, all of which may have effects in cross-lingual IR:

· Frequency of opaque and transparent words

· Synonymic patterns

· Frequency of polysemy

· Frequency of homonymy

· Frequency of particular and generic terms

· Independence of words, and the importance of context in determining their

meanings. [26]

Within CLIR a significant work has been done in facilitating the use of machine

readable dictionaries and Machine Translation (MT) systems for retrieval

purposes. It has been found out, for example, that the best retrieval results are

obtained when special dictionaries are used together with general dictionaries.

General dictionaries only rarely translate domain specific terms, which are

primary search keys in majority of queries on the domain. On the other hand,

general dictionaries are good in making the context around specific words

understandable. Also, general dictionaries often give too many equivalents for a

source language word, whereas special dictionaries typically give 1-2 equivalents

only, and the terms of special dictionaries are often unambiguous. [27]
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5. 2 Machine Translation

Machine translation is certainly one thing cross-cultural SWS can not do without.

There are several types of MT systems developed in the world.

(Dictionary based) direct translation with functionality as follows

1. Source text dictionary lookup and morphological analysis

2. Identification of homographs

3. Identification of compound nouns

4. Identification of noun and verb phrases

5. Processing of idioms

6. Processing of prepositions

7. Subject-predicate identification

8. Syntactic ambiguity identification

9. Synthesis and morphological processing of target text

10. Rearrangement of words and phrases in target text. [24]

In an interlingua based MT approach translation is done via an intermediary

(semantic) representation of the text. Interlingua is supposed to be a language

independent representation from which translations can be generated to different

target languages. [24]

In a transfer based MT system translation is divided to steps which clearly

differentiate source language and target language parts.

Transfer based MT proceeds step by step. First the source language sentence is

analyzed into some kind of structural (syntactic) representation. After that the

structure is transferred at lexical and structural level into corresponding

structures of the target language. In the last phase, a translation of the sentence

is generated in the target language. [24]
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The general advantages of the transfer model are the following:

· analysis and generation are differentiated

· structural information is used in translation

The transfer phases of different MT systems may vary a great deal. Different

systems use different kinds of structural representations in the transfer phase;

some may have only syntactic representations, others also use some kind of

semantic information in the transfer phase. [24]

It would certainly call for a separate study to try to come up with MT

recommendation for cross-cultural SWS: which type of MT system works best

with web services? At first glance one would think of “dictionary based transfer

system with elements of interlingua.” This will also remain the last glance at the

issue in the present study.

5. 3 Concepts across Cultures

Within CLIR a sub-discipline of Cross-Cultural Information Retrieval (CCIR) has

recently emerged. CCIR is broader than, but subsumes CLIR and deals not only

with different languages, but also with different cultures and tries to tackle

conceptual incompatibility of languages. CCIR, thus, acquires special importance

form ontology construction angle of view.

An example of a Zulu Language shows how greatly concept

decomposition/aggregation might differ from culture to culture.

Zulu language belongs to the Bantu group of languages spoken in South Africa. It

is an agglutinative language, which means that grammatical information is

conveyed by attaching prefixes and suffixes to roots and stems. Zulu nouns are
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divided into classes or sets, called grammatical genders. Each gender has two

distinct prefixes, one for singular and one for plural nouns. The classes far exceed

the familiar European classifications of masculine, feminine and neuter, and are

roughly associated with semantic characteristics relating to, for instance, human

beings, kinship terms, animals, plants, artefacts, abstract concepts and so on.

Conceptual modelling in Zulu is, thus, a dream of every modeller, because in Zulu

all concepts come naturally decomposed. This is how Zulu people translate terms

loaned from English:

pesticides => amakhemikheli abulala zonke izifo enzinengozi => chemicals that

kill all illnesses which are dangerous.

embargo => ukuvimbela kohwebo => to prevent trade. [24]

Other pairs of languages can be compared according to the same criterion. For

example, concepts intrinsic to the Finnish culture, and primarily represented by

Finnish words are, as a rule, easier to decompose than those intrinsic to the

Russian culture. [24]

The classical example of how concept structures of different cultures are reflected

in languages is the distinguishing of colours: blue from green in different

languages.

The English language makes a distinction between blue and green but some

languages do not. Fore example, Vietnamese usually does not use separate words

for green and refers to that colour using a word that can also refer to blue. In

Vietnamese, blue and green are denoted by xanh; blue is specifically described as

"xanh like the sky" (xanh da tr i) and green as "xanh like the leaves" (xanh lá

cây).

In Japanese things are still more complicated, because temporal dimension is

involved. The ancient word ao is used to describe certain vegetables, apples and
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vegetation. However, most other objects—a green car, a green sweater, and so

forth—will generally be called midori.

In many other languages, for example some Celtic and Turkish languages, the

same tendency can be traced: “green” and “blue” things in nature are denoted by

one word, artificial things of the same colour by another. [28]

Differences in aggregation of very basic concepts, such as colours, are usually

taken care of in good dictionaries. Domain specific concepts are to be

decomposed and disambiguated for every culture separately.

5. 4 On Culture

As to “what is culture”, there are as many definitions of it as there are thinkers

trying to capture the essence of Culture. One of the best attempts at defining it is

made by T.S Eliot, who suggests that culture might be what makes people to

prefer a particular cuisine, instead of just eating to satisfy hunger, or even what

makes life worth living. [29]

One post-modern endeavour calls culture a matrix into which everyone is born

and where people’s destinies are forged. [30]

6. Common Sense and Mereotopology

Quite literally, how low can one go to get to meaning of things shared by all

individuals concerned in a given case? Common sense theories tell us that there

are certain units of knowledge shared by all homo sapience irrespective of

whether they are educated in Harvard and dwell on Central Park South, or lead

tribal life in the African jungle. Obviously, descending to this level would be an
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exaggeration, but by adjusting the notion of common sense to “English speaking

north american/european individuals” we can get to the level we are after.

Common sense theory is however helpful with providing categories to be used as

constructing scaffoldings for the present case.

6. 1 The Common-Sense World

Common sense has in recent years been taken as an object of serious scientific

inquiry. The development of Computer Science has led many to have to

acknowledge, that common sense is the hardest to convey to a machine. The

attempts to construct formal theory of common-sense world were made in the

fields of qualitative physics, psychology, anthropology and cognitive science in

general. For example, in Barry Smith’s theory of common sense world, strong

philosophical arguments are provided in defence of existence of such world and

against popular theories of cultural diversity:  “…we have been constrained, as far

as the broad physical structures of everyday reality are concerned, to believe the

truth, otherwise we would not be here”. [31, p. 299] Smith underlines the

importance of commonsensical belief-systems not only for simple everyday

survival, but for ability to handle crises and catastrophes, even if they are totally

new in nature and not known to previous generations. [31]

The main theses of Smith’s theory are: 1. uniqueness: what shall be called a

common-sense world is, (not taking into account certain trivial differences of

emphasis and calibration,) culturally invariant; 2. autonomy: common-sense

world exists independently of human cognitive activities.[32]

Natural cognition is taken as the starting point for Smith’s theory, which is

embodied in “the totality of cognitive states and processes that are involved in
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our everyday thinking, speaking, and perceiving, and in our everyday traffic with

the world in overt bodily action”.[32]

Barry Smith further proposes that culturally invariant features of the common-

sense world, both formal-ontological and material-ontological (and both are

pertinent to the formal theory of the common-sense world) can be best

elucidated with the help of two disciplines: mereology (theory of part and whole)

and topology (“theory of contact, separation and connectedness” [32, p. 654]).

Smith further backs his reasoning as follows: “the common-sense world is neither

a world consisting exclusively of atoms […], nor is a single, unitary whole […].

Rather, it is a world which is characterised by articulations or segmentations at

different levels.”[32, p. 654] Thus, this world can be best organised through

system of part-whole relations, that elaborated in mereology.

Defending the proposed thesis of cultural invariance, Smith stresses, that

differences in natural cognition, observed among various groups of humans, lay

in gradations, degree of granularity, shades of meaning with “liquid” boundaries.

This suggests implementation of topology in formalisation of common-sense

world.

Barry Smith proposes “fragments of a theory of a common-sense world”, with

roots as deep as the work of Aristotle. I’ll list here the points that seem most

fruitful from the view point of their further implementation for ontology

construction:

- “…the world of common sense is organized centrally around bodies, things

or substances. These substances are three-dimensional, they have closed

two-dimensional surfaces, a certain stock of qualities (of colour,

temperature, hardness, etc.), and they occupy a continuous series of

volumes in space”. [32, p. 656]
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- “Substances endure through time.”

- “Substances are involved in processes of motion and change”

- substances exist [in their totality] continuously and identically through

time; while “processes unfold in time, in no moment of time existing in their

totality”.

- […]

- “Substances exist in space and their changes take place in time”.

- “…the common-sense world is subject in all its parts and moments to the

feature of continuity […]. This holds […] for substances, accidental qualities

and processes. Continuity […] should not be identified with continuity

standardly understood from mathematical point of view. We are dealing

with qualitative notion of continuity which is characterized by principles to

the effect that a continuum can be divided into parts without initially

specifiable limit, that the results of such division will share parts with the

continuum before division, and that the division in question can in general

be carried out along a plurality of different dimensions which are such as to

cross-cut each other”[32, p. 656].

This last point most unequivocally points to the appropriateness of mereotopology

for structuring the common-sense world.[32]

6. 2 The Prospects of Mereotopology

The nature of mereology and topology, and the natural bond between the two, is

most finely explicated by Achille Varzi [21]. For the case considered in the present

study most of mereotopological relations explicated by Varzi are of considerable

importance: only these precise relationships of how different entities are

connected (or disconnected) with each other make it possible to formally describe

borders between countries, time intervals, etc..
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Theories of parts and wholes construct formal definitions of all possible ways

different items can constitute a whole. Formal mereology allows one to describe

what happens to ingredients in a soup and what are the parts a society is

constructed of. Topology formally describes different ways of how items can be

connected to each other. [21]

Parts, wholes and connections all contribute to complex theories of boundaries, of

which a state border is one occurrence. Roberto Poli distinguishes the following

aspects of boundaries:

1. cardinality (as a single boundary or as a border area)

2. nature (external, internal)

3. form (open/closed, mobile/static)

4. structure (gates, filters and overlappings)

5. dynamic (changes in location, boundary exchange)

6. maintenance (integrity, growth, destruction) [1, p. 14]

Poli’s treatment of geographical boundaries in Europe demonstrates how many

issues have to be dealt with when constructing formal ontology for border

crossing. Poli adds: “A complex society has many different types of boundary.

Besides the obvious political and geographical boundaries (which often coincide),

there are numerous others which do not coincide: economic or linguistic ones, for

example.”[1, p. 12]
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7. Case: Decomposition for Cross-Cultural Disambiguation

After cross-cultural and mereotopological issues have been clarified the task of

cross-cultural concept decomposition and following disambiguation stands on

more solid ground.

For example, on Figure 9 Chapter 4 the ontology for Border Crossing

Requirements is represented, and concepts appearing in it might be further

decomposed to be disambiguated.

Let’s take “validity period” as an example. Can it be said that this concept, that

is, “intended meaning of the term really shared by everyone in North

American/European region? It might be, but to be on the safe side one would

want to decompose it further. See figure 11.

Figure 11: Decomposition of “validity period” concept
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Border crossing requirements differ from border to border. “validity period” of a

passport can be disambiguated for German/Russian border as shown on Figure

12.

Figure 12: Validity period of a passport as understood by German and Russian

border guards

One convenient way to account for this change on the level of ontology seems to

be the creation of an “ideal” ontology for a particular case, and then attach

country specific ontologies to it in pairs, thus constructing a mapping between

them. The “ideal” ontology would serve as a “docking station” (incidentally, a

metaphor comes from space ship travel) for country ontologies. When such an

ontological “space station” is constructed in according to all the above mentioned

theoretical principles, the construction of ontology bridges between cultures

becomes a surmountable, in fact, quite simple task.

Let’s consider a more complex case that needs decomposition/disambiguation,

concerning classes of a sleeping car of a train. “Ideal”, American, German and

Russian schemas are shown in the table I:
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Ideal
Schema

American German Russian (MT)* Russian (Human
Incorrect
Translation)**

Business Class Business
Class

1st class empty empty

1st class 1st class empty SV(lux) SV (2 private places)

2nd class 2nd class 2nd class A compartment Kupe (4 private
places)

3rd class 3rd class empty Reserved seats Plackart (no private
places)

4th  class empty empty The general Common (like a
plackart  but sitting
one)

5th class empty empty Sedentary Sitting

Sex segregation issue > nowhere to be found

Table I: Types of Train Sleeping Compartments

* Machine translated with PROMT translation system. [34]

** Copied from a Russian train ticket reservation system. Translation highly

inaccurate.

The concept of a “second class” is decomposed down to “common sense” with the

help of ontology as shown on Figure 13. The ontology is already marked for

cross-cultural disambiguation: concepts, corresponding to German understanding

of things are marked with red, and for Russian – with white.
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Figure 13: 2nd class of a sleeping car: decomposition for further cross-cultural

disambiguation. Concepts in the figure 13 are not decomposed to lower level (see

above, chapter 6) because this level of decomposition is considered to be enough

to be understood by all adult individuals from North America/Europe. That is,

decomposition of what is compartment, what is birth etc. is not needed.

8. Construction of Ontology Bridges

When the disambiguation ontology is constructed, creation of bridges from culture

to culture is simple. What one has to do is to link red boxes to white boxes
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(Figure 13) via their parent concepts that can, in fact, be schema elements of a

relational database. One might wonder how come it is so simple. The answer can

be found in Mario Bunge’s theory of change.

8. 1 Change

Since change is what happens at the frontier, it is worth taking a closer look at.

One ingenious way to capture change in mathematics is proposed by Mario Bunge

[18], and his ideas can serve as the basis of bridge construction proposed in the

present thesis.

“…if we are to believe in science, we must uphold the ontological postulate that all

things are in flux. […] Therefore ontology should analyze and systematize these

various types of change.” – says Bunge.[18, p. 215]

According to Bunge change can be either event or process, and it consists of

“variations of the states of an entity.” [18, p. 215]

Change, thus, is a transition of a thing from one state to another, which means,

that by recording different state of thing one can capture and describe the

process of change – which is exactly what is going to be done by creating

ontology bridges.

State of a thing is in effect a list of individual properties of a thing, “each of the

latter being represented by a value of a state function or variable.” [18, p. 215]

Collection of all possible states of a thing constitutes a “lawful state space of a

thing”, which, by way of explanation, corresponds roughly to the notion of

conceptualization [2].
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Bunge continues “A state of a thing with n properties, each represented by a

state function, is an n-tuple of values of the functions representing these

properties. Different states correspond to (are represented by) different n-tuples.

A change in the representation of properties, or in the choice of reference frame,

ensues in a different representation of states.” [18, p. 216]

Bunge advocates the view that change is when a thing is going in a different

state, rather than turning into different thing. This view provides more

illuminating demonstration of change: “thing x is in the state s”, where s is a

point […] in a state space S(x) for x. We can then construe a change of x as a

transition from state s to some other state s’ S(x).” [18, p. 221]

Thus he arrives at the “principle of nominal invariance, or permanence of names

through change, and describe changes as changes of state.” [18, p. 221]

This is how the space E(x) of conceivable events can be constructed for a three

state thing (e.g. electric switch with three states: open, closed, transient.),

according to Bunge:

Let a,b,c be states. Then S(x) = {a,b,c}

Ordered pairs:

<a,a> thing x stays in state a (identity event at a)

<a,b> thing x goes from state a to state b, etc.

Every pair represents a conceivable change in x, that is, a conceivable

event involving x.

If we assume for the sake of expediency, that in this case all such events

can happen, that is, are lawful. That is, EL(x) = E(x) = S(x) × S(x). [18, p.

222]
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For three-state thing we thus have 9 elementary or noncomposite events

e1=<a,a>=ua e4=<a,b> e7=<b,a>

e2=<b,b>=ub e5=<b,c> e8=<c,b>

e3=<c,c>=uc e6=<a,c> e9=<c,a>

That is, E(x) = S2(x) = {ua,ub,uc,e4, e5, e6, e7, e8, e9}. The first three members

are nonevents or null changes, all others are proper events.[18]

“Ontology bridges” can, thus, be represented by “change tuples”, which is a

convenient way programming in view. These tuples can be written, for example,

as transition rules ascribing new values to the same properties on a country

specific conditions. It appears to be wise not to extend changes to more than two

countries at a time, because as far as the “frontier” goes changes are always

different for every pair of countries. The rules that can be stored in “fluents”, as

borrowed from PSL, Process Specification language [33], the technique used in

one of the proposed SWS frameworks, namely SWSF.

The bridge would look like this:

BridgeX [

condition constraints: {countryY, countryZ}

valuex1.y => valuex.z

valuex2.y => valuex.z

etc.

].

For every pair of countries this fluent holds a record of values and changes

occurring in them.
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8. 2 Case: Bridges from Schema

Ontology might be the author’s favourite subject, but there is still plenty of

developing communities around the world where ontology isn’t popular at all.

The realisation of the fact that ontology is in effect a relational database schema,

and a very good one at that, has not spread around yet. However, as long as

there is a decent schema, there is hope to overcome cross-cultural problems at

least to some extend.

Let’s go back to our case of American tourist, who is ordering train ticket to

Russia from Germany, using a web service. One of the things he/she does in the

beginning is studying the train time-table. Let us assume that web service

creators have performed schema concepts decomposition for countries involved,

and have designated the correspondence of these concepts to each other. The

resulting DB schema might look somewhat like this (Table 2):

Ideal Schema American Schema German Schema Russian Schema
(Human Correct
translation)*

Train Number
Number in digits +
proper name if any

Train
Number in digits + proper
name if any
(opens new table with
schema: Station; Arr.time;
Stop (how much time at this
station, in minutes);
Dep.time; Km. (distance
between stations)
Day (0,1, etc.))

empty Train number =
  /

Nomer pojezda
Number in digits + letter +
proper name if any

Station 1
Station of origin
Geographical name of
city/town/village +
name of the station if
any

Departs = city and
station name

Station/Stop =
departure/arrival city
and station name /
empty

Departure station =
 

/ Stantsija otpravlenija
= station name

Departure date 1
Date of departure from
station 1
Day, month, year

empty – is chosen in
advance, information
stored elsewhere

Date = departure/arrival
date from any station
Day, month, year

empty – is chosen in
advance, information
stored elsewhere
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Departure Time 1
Time of departure
form station 1
hh:mm, local time

Dep. Time =
departure time from
station 1
hh:mm, local time

Time = departure/arrival
time/ empty
hh:mm, local time

Departure =
 /

Otpravlenije = departure
time
hh:mm, local time

Station 1 + n,
1 n N
Geographical name of
city/town/village +
name of the station if
any

Arrives = city and
station name / empty

Station/Stop =
departure/arrival city or
station name/ empty

empty

Arrival Time 1 + n
Time of arrival at
station 1+n
hh:mm, local time

Arr. Time = arrival at
station 1 + n / empty
hh:mm, local time

Time = departure/arrival
time/ empty
hh:mm, local time

empty

Stop 1 + n
Time of a stop at
station 1 + n
hh:mm

Stop / empty
Time of a stop at station 1 +
n
hh:mm

empty empty

Distance 1 + n
Distance between
stations n and 1 + n
rational numbers

Km / empty
Distance between stations n
and 1 + n
rational numbers

empty empty

Duration 1 + n
Duration of journey
between stations n
and 1 + n
hh:mm

empty empty empty

Day 1 + n
Duration of journey
between stations n
and 1 + n in days
non-negative integers

Day
Duration of journey between
stations n and 1 + n in days
non-negative integers

empty empty

Station N
Station of destination
Geographical name of
city/town/village +
name of the station if
any

Arrives = city and
station name

Station/Stop =
departure/arrival city
and station name

Station of Destination
=

 / Stantsija
naznachenija = station
name

Arrival Time N
Time of arrival at the
station of destination
hh:mm, local time

Arr. Time
Time of arrival at the station
of destination
hh:mm, local time

Time = departure/arrival
time
hh:mm, local time

Arrival =  /
Pribitije = arrival time
hh:mm, local time

Distance N
Distance between
stations 1 and N
rational numbers

Km
empty

empty empty

Duration N
Duration of journey
between stations 1
and N
hh:mm

empty Duration = trip duration
between origin and
destination stations
hh:mm

empty

Day N
Duration of journey
between stations 1
and N in days
non-negative integers

Day
empty

empty empty
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empty empty Periodicity =

-
 / Periodicnost’

kursirovanija = e.g.
daily

Ticket Price N
Price of the journey
rational numbers +
currency label

Price = ticket price in
USD (opens drop-down
menu: types of seats)
rational numbers + $

Fare = ticket price in
EURO
rational numbers + €

empty

Table 2: Unified train schedule schema American:German:Russian

*Translated by the author

Numerous changes occurring across borders can then be captured in pairs like

these:

Station 1 <Station/stop;  >

Departure Time 1 <Time; >

Etc.

This might work quite well, provided that information about all other elements of

one country’s schema is kept track of, that is “Station 1 + n” corresponds to

“Arrival time 1”, “Stop 1 + n”, “Distance 1 + n”, etc.

However resentful the idea of ontology might appear to some developers,

ontology bridges provide a more clear cut solution to cross-cultural problems,

because ontologies already carry all the needed information, including such that

is “ontologically” missing. The illustration is on Figure 14.
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Figure 14: Ontology bridges for train schedule schemas

American:German:Russian
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This kind of ontological bridging allows an American tourist to read foreign train

schedules and understand all information they provide. In fact, for the present

case, he/she can skip the German schema altogether, and “bridge” between

his/her native American and Russian timetables. Even if the terms used in the

schema are machine translated, a tourist can trust it, because he/she sees that

his/her native concepts might correspond to, for instance, two concepts in Russia,

or have no correspondence to those, and it doesn’t constitute a problem. In the

Figure 14 the American system of train schedule concepts is outlined in blue, and

the Russian one in red.

9. Conclusions

In this study an attempt was made to find an optimal way for designing Cross-

Cultural Semantic Web Services. First, a method of domain analyses was

sketched on the basis of Roberto Poly’s domain analyses methodology. The new

method was tried on the case of international train booking service. Principles of

ontology integration, devised by Nicola Guarino, were adhered to when

constructing the multi-layered ontology structure for the present case. As cross-

cultural issues are involved here, ways of decomposing and disambiguating

concepts, representing entities existing in different cultures, are shown. Cross-

cultural solutions draw from both linguistics and conceptual modelling,

agglutinating the two into “cross-cultural modelling”. Cross-cultural modelling can

be seen as a way of knowledge representation related to Semantic Networks and

Kripke’s frame semantics. Much to author’s regret, the scope of this work does

not allow for any radical proposals of how to create perfect machine intelligence

with the help of these two approaches. Finally, two alternative ways of

constructing bridges between ontologies “on both sides of the border between

countries” are proposed, one easy and elegant and one complex. The easy and
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elegant way proves to be insufficient for the case of Web services, as it looses

important ontological information. It is argued here, that for the case considered

in the present study construction of ontology bridges, though laborious, is the

best way to make services work for real people.
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